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light energy
Lesson(1)....mirror

Lesson (2)......lenses



Lesson 1 mirror

Light reflection: phenomenon of light bouncing off in the 

same medium when it strikes reflecting surface.

 Incident light ray Light ray that falls on reflecting 

surface

 Reflected light ray Light ray that bounces from the 

reflecting surface

 Incidence angle Angle between incident light ray and 

the normal

 Angle of reflection Angle between reflected light ray 

and the normal  ٌ 

 Light reflection is governed by two laws:

 1- Angle of incidence = Angle of reflection.

 2- Incident light ray, reflected light ray and normal to 

reflecting surface at point of incidence all lie in one 

plane perpendicular to reflecting surface.

 G.R: Incident light ray which falls perpendicular on a 

reflecting surface, reflects on itself:



Types of Mirrors

Types of mirrors

1- plane mirror 2- spherical mirror( concave—convex)

Properties of image formed by a plane mirror:

 1-Erect 2-Virtual 3-Reversed(laterally inverted) 4-Image's size = object's size 

5-Distance between object and mirror =distance between image and mirror

6-Straight line joining object and image is perpendicular to mirror's surface

G.r: Ambulance written converted: to appear correct in cars' mirrors in front of it.

Spherical mirror : mirror, its reflecting surface is a part of a hollow sphere.

Concave mirror : mirror, its reflecting surface is a part of inner surface of sphere.

Convex mirror : mirror, its reflecting surface is a part of outer surface of sphere

G.R: The stainless-steel spoon is considered a spherical mirror: As its inner surface is a concave 

mirror, while its outer surface is a convex mirror



• Concepts related to the spherical mirrors:

Center of mirror curvature center of sphere that mirror is a part of it. I t lies (front reflecting surface in concave and behind in convex).Center

Radius of mirror curvature : radius of sphere that mirror is a part of it. Or: distance between center of curvature and any point on 
surface.Distance

Pole of mirror : point, is in the middle of reflecting surface of mirror.Pole

Principal axis of mirror : straight line, passes by pole of mirror and its center of curvature.Line

Secondary axis of mirror : straight line, passes by center of curvature and any point on its surface except pole of mirror.Line

Focus of mirror : point of collection of ( reflecting light rays" in concave" – extensions of reflecting light rays" in convex").Focus

Focal length of mirror : distance between focus and pole. F = 1/2 r.Distance

Real image : image, can be received on screen.Image

Virtual image : image, can't be received on screenImage

Click to add text



Each spherical mirror has uncountable number of Secondary axis and only one Principal axis



The image formed by the concave mirror

1- incident ray passes 

Parallel to principal axis

It will reflect through the 

focus F
It will reflect parallel to 

the principal axis

2-Incidence ray 

Passing through the 

focus F

3- incidence ray 

Passing through 

curvature center C

Reflects back on itself

The incident ray parallel to principal axis – it reflect through the focus
The incident ray pass through the focus – it reflect parallel to the principal axis
The incident ray pass through the center – it reflect on itself



The cases of formation of images by the concave mirror

Object
position

Very far
(As: Sun

distance after than 
radius

center of 
curvature

Between focus 
and center of

curvature

Between focus 
and pole

Image 
Position

At focus greater than focal 
length

At center of 
curvature

After curvature 
center

Behind mirror

Image
Property

Real- dot (tiny Real - inverted -
small

(diminished

Real - inverted -
equal

Real - inverted –
enlarged

(magnified

Virtual - erect -
magnified



Uses of concave mirror:

-

1- As a torch to reflect light –2- In front light of cars to reflect light 

3 - In shaving to get enlarged and erect image of face. 4-In solar oven

5- In aircrafts landing - In marine lighthouses

Image properties by the convex mirror Uses of convex mirror

Erect - Virtual – Small

Uses of convex mirror
Erect - Virtual - Small - Used as side-view mirror in cars 
(G.R): As it forms an erect and smaller image for the 
way.
- Suitable for shops.
- Used in turning off the road



Determinr the focal lenghth of concave mirror

materials ;
convave mirror screen- source of light
steps :

;1-place a concave mirror facing sun rays
2-move the screen in front of mirror to 
obtainthe smallest clearest image
3-measure the distance between the lit point 
and the pole of the mirror

0bservation;
the lighr rays after reflected are collected in 
point called (focus)thar can be received on 
screen

the focal length = 1\2 radius


